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, HILL; Gentian,, in mLcoaJing our speaker to the platform

this morning there are a great assay ways in ifcieh I might introduce Mm*

Actually he needs no introduction, but 1 might introduce hi® to this platform

as the Eresidejit of Columbia* I eschew those tiro words, particularly because

"platform" and "President" in the month of June 1948 are ones I am sure he

does not want to hear, and I am sore that when it comes to the question

period he will be pleased if you forget those two words*

I do want to welcoue him here today as a friend and booster of The

lational War College. 1 don't know whether you aH appreciate the fact or

not, but your very presence here in this wonderful layout of the irâ f War

College building is due to a decision made by General Eisenhower himself* He

wanted you to have this building, and it was his decision that gave it to you*

Iver since the inception of this place, after he got back f roia Europe, he has

been so extremely interested in fhe national War College that a great deal of

the success that we have had in these two years has been due to the solid

backing he gave to this whole program*

I asked hia to come down today and talk to us in the final lecture

that we have for the year about problems of joint conand and combined

command* In thinking about the problem of combined conand I couldnft help

reverting back a great many years — as a matter of fact, to the book of

Genesis* In the book of Genesis, if you reiaember, all the descendents of

Adam and i£ve were living peacefully in a reasonably small area* They all

spoke the same language, they all thought the same thoughts* It wasn't until
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they beeaae a little obstreperous and built a toner to reach tap into heaven

itself that the heavenly powers decided they raast do something about it* So,

as you remember, they suddenly struck them all with the requirement they «ast
r

speak different languages, and they scattered them all in groups to all the

wide-spread areas of the earth* s

General Eisenhower inherited all those troubles* Ihen I looked tip

yesterday to see what combined eoaBiand Beaut for him I found that his combined

eoEffiand consisted, aaong others, of theses United States, British, French,

Italian, Canadian, Australian, lew lealander, South Africander, Sikh, Gurkha,
/

Moroccan, Polish, Butch, Belgian, Senegalese, and of course the Harlem air

force and probably a good many other Ithopians in the woodpile soaewaere

around* So I don't think there is anyone better qualified or ever burdened

with the problems of combined coamand more than our speaker today*

It is a great pleasure and a great privilege to mLeoia® faia again

to this platform to talk to you on that subject* General Ssenhower*

Admiral Hill, Mr. Secretary, gentlemen! ^

I have been allotted roughly forty minutes this jaorning for ay direct state-

aaent on allied eoia«and» low that would seea to be plenty of time, and to

assure that I don't fall into the habit of old soldiers and grow to garraloas;

I am going to ask Ueneral Collins, an old associate of nine, to watch the

ti»e» If about five minutes before the expiratidn of ay allotted tiae he

mil begin to look pained and, roughly two minutes ahead, if he wiH give as®

the sign to cease fire, we will pass into the cross examination period.

About five hundred years before Christ the Athenian council one

day, in accordance with an agreed treaty, sent to Spartâ  and said, *iorry up

to send your forces as we have agreed beesâ se the Persians are about to land**
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The Spartans consulted the oracles and found, out it was a day on which they

could not march because the gods would be displeased. It iwas an early

example of an ally finding a convenient excuse for failing to carry out its

obligations mth respect to another co

that type of failure on the part of allies has been typical of the

world's military history, Even lapoleon's reputation suffered in staff

colleges when students finally found he always operated against allies* And

even the great napoleon himself, when in his invasion of Russia he attempted

to operate as coiamander of an allied array, found vjith. his first disastrous

defeat that actually he had defections among his troops, and within a short

time some were fighting on the other side*

In 1921 1 had a very great privilege* 1 went to serve under one of

the accomplished soldiers of our time, Fox Conner* Fox Conner believed that

another war was coining, and I served under Mm intimately so he had plenty of

tine to expound his views to me* He said that the war he visualised was

necessarily going to be fought with allies. He believed that tensions arising

in Europe and Asia were certain sooner or later — lie used to say iiithin thirty

years — to plunge us into war, and he said we must prepare ourselves to be

ready to fight with allies* fhe one thing he insisted upon was they had to

work out a scheme whereby control in the field -would be under one command.

'Ibere would be single responsibility and single authority, and he said no

matter vfeat else we did, we should insist upon it*

le have an unexpected guest this morning but he used to be quoted

by Fox Conner. Pox Conner said there was one aan in the Irfl̂ f flfao understood

these things, and that man was George Marshall* He said, "ihen the war cooes

George Marshall will understand that we cannot be satisfied with the
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coordination conception under which Foch was compelled to work. Even under

Focl̂ s final setup he really was a man trying to secure agreement among three

or four coamaaders isho felt themselves truly responsible to their own

governments."
\

I was brought into the lar lepartaent a week after the Pearl Harbor

attack* One of our earliest concerns was what to do in the Southwest Pacific*

It was clear that at that moment no great land or air reinforcement could go

into the Philippines, But lying Just southward of the Philippines was the

great Indonesian empire, very rich is natural resources, and the lilies were

desperately anxious to keep it under allied control* It was,, of course, a

possession of the Batch* Is circumstances went from bad to worse, someone

thought of the idea of getting the whole under a single command* So the

British General Wavell was brought from India and set up with a title of

Coraaander in Chief 1BDA* I have forgotten Just what those initials stood

for, btit ABM was the cojuaand in the Southwest Pacific embracing everything

except the Philippines where General MacArthur was in coaoand, and which

could not be reached anyway, Wavell never bad a chance* He had far too

little, far too late*

Bat there was one valuable thing which came oat of the attempt.

In Washington the representatives of the British Chiefs of Staff and the

laericaa staffs attempted to write a charter for an allied coaaiaRder, !e

were not yet experienced, and therefore we thought everything had to be

reduced to writing* Ctae of our great problems was what to do about the

natter of administration, and particularly about administration, as it applies

to supply* lach nation was going to be responsible for supplying its own

forces, and therefore we felt there had to be clear, independent authority
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residing in nationalistic command. But it was also clear that it is

impossible to divorce strategy and tactics from supply. Therefore the Job

of writing a charter for General Wavell that would give Mm awple authority

over the problem of logistics and stiH not interfere nd.th the nationalistic
(

rights of each of the participating nations was something that eonsuaed days

and nights*

If we had been, as wise as we later became, we would have saved

ourselves lots of trouble because, we would have understood that there is no

charter that can be written for an allied commander and made to stick. As

long as nations are sovereign they always have the right to reverse a prior

decision, get out of any situation they think they can •when they can cut

their losses, therefore there is only one basic thing that wiH make allied

commands work, and that is mutual confidence»

fhat actual confidence isast start way back* First it nast be
•«̂ «-

between the political leaders of the associated countries, and then the

highest military chiefs responsible for the direction of the war must have

soae type of organization ishere they can laeet, decide upon things, and above

all develop confidence in each other so that uhen they set up a single allied

cofflffland in the field they know it irtli «ork because the confidence exists

higher up*

I think that when the true and final history of this late war is

written, that despite all argument and despite sons of the heated discussions

that lasted for days and far into the night, the true lesson and almost the

glory of that history is going to be the fact that in the highest levels that

kind of agreement was reached and that kind of confidence finally developed.

I want to lay this background, gentlemen, because without that high-level
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cooperation and confidence no allied eomander in the field can be

successful, and don't forget it,

Asa allied eosiaander cannot, of course, relieve an officer of another

army* That is administration. He cannot demote himj he cannot promote him*

therefore he is deprived of on© type of authority which he has with respect

to his own nationals, because in this war the Chief of Staff of our toy gave

to ae these instructions: "Every American officer you have under you is of

your own choice. The fact that you keep Mm is evidence to me that you are

satisfied with hia.® fhe Chief of Staff placed upon op shoulders the

responsibility of determining who should serve under me in the American iray«

But the British Chiefs of Staff could not possibly give ae that in terms of

promotion and demotion* But before the war -was over — I should say right

here — Mr, Ohurchill and his staff did give m& this authority, repeated many

times s "Jny British officer with whoa you are dissatisfied win be removed

by us instantly*8 I couldn't do it but they could* But that was after the
j

growth of a lot of confidence*

One of our early problems, as it affected us later, was the

determination of a plan for the eMployraent of the inerican forces in Europe*

I shall not go back into the JBC agreements, tdth which I think most of you

are familiar, But in April 1942 General Marshall went to England to secure the

approval of the British Chiefs of Staff to the concept of attacking across the

channel* Shortly thereafter General Marshall sent me to England to begin to

organize the Jmerieaa contingents in England which would be necessary for the

war in Surope*

It was not long until examination of British resources showed that

that attack could not possibly take place, even though we saved everything me-
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could for it, before some time late in 1943. low no one in his senses would

attack across the channel after the middle of sutaaer. Therefore it began to

look very likely that the major, all-out, attack against northwest Europe

could not take place before possibly early in 1944« *Ehat was a bitter blow*

It was a bitter blow for all of us* It was particularly bitter for oar̂

political leaders because they had the job not only of organising forces and

turning them over to their military chiefs, but they had to maintain morale

at home. They believed some kind of positive action should be taken against

Germany earlier than the spring of 1944»

Oat of that realisation, out of that knowledge, the laeriean Chiefs

of btaff ease to London, and from the ensuing conference was bora Torch,

foreh was the first Allied coaaaand in the Atlantic theater. As I recall, the

final decision was reached on the twenty-fourth of July* If toy dates are

wrong, it is a day or so either way» 1 remember that General Marshall, and

Adairal ling had been there for some days, They were getting in very raucfa

of a hurry* I was called into the General's roo» in the Claridge Hotel*

From his bathtub he spoke to me, just outside the door, and said, "You are

Allied Cosnander of an operation going to ifrica*11 fhat was ay first

notification that I was an Ulied commander*

Instantly arose the basic question of how we were going to organise

so as to take forces of nore than one nation and pat them together so they

would operate effectively in a ffiilitary operation, ttthin the Combined

Chiefs of Staff the virtual head on each side of the water was the President,

at least reaeffiber that the Joint American Chiefs of Staff were direct advisers

to the President — and on the other side, the Befense Minister, who was also

the Priae Minister, ir* Churchill,, That meant that within that body easy
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Gpaestion of British versus imeriean interests had to be settled, an$ haying

been settled there, the first problem was to keep any of the differences

percolating on dora to the field command* Therefore the decision was instai:

taken to have no staff in ndaieh we would have a British part here and aa

American part there — nothing based on nationalistic lines*

We ran into another, bat relatively minor matter. The British

staff procedure and organisation are different from the Jraeriean. The

British do not give the satae scope ofJ authority to th§ jaan we call Chief of

Staff as do we * they set up a Chief of Staff and a Chief Administrative

Officer. The Chief of Staff is really for operations* We, on the other

hand, give to the Chief of Staff supervision over aH staff activity, ffaat

aade a difficulty in organizing, but, as I say, relatively oinor, the chie

thing to reiaesiber is this* In every single part of our staffs which had to

do ledth operations or which touched on any ̂ oint matter, British and

were thrown in indiscriiiinately throughoutj the isfaole was treated as if it

were a single body, that was done mth the determination to keep out of

Allied headquarters any possibility that subject ms going to be decided up

nationalistic lines — to make it impossible to consider it on nationalistic

lines. All through the war we maintained the proposition that all such

were settled by our superiors, and we would have none of them.questions

did take at times, of course, a very great deal of assistance, but it did

work and by and large it was rarely violated*

We went into ifriea, though, with certain preconceived notions,

operational notions, for nfeich we later paid a penalty, lorn idll recall

Spain was sympathetic to the Axis, and here was an operation going ift the

Mediterranean -with Spain in position to cut off itp rear at any day that it
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chose to go into the war. Moreover, even if it didn't go into the war

actively, would it be subjected to such pressure by Germany that German air

and, let's say, large guns could come down into Spain and deny us the use

of the Strait of Gibraltar? It was a matter that engaged the attention of

our governments, our military superiors and ourselves right down to the day

of attack, and for saany, oany weeks thereafter* But because of the fear

that our rear would be cut off — and also emphasised by this — that within

Morocco we knew the warlike tribes were somewhat under the domination of a

man named logues, a Frenchman serving as a Foreign Minister to the Sultan,

and who conceivably could bring those tribes into action against the HULes

very quickly — that fear had a very great influence on the laeriean

insistence that Casablanca be included in the scope of the attack*

It one time X did not want to attack Casablanca* I said, as long

as we are putting all our chips on the wheel, let*s put them all on one

number and go all inside* However, because of this threat to the rear, we

went in this ways fhe Jmericans would take and hold Morocco and ndth their

land and air forces provide solid protection to our rear* If the Germans

tried to come down through Spain, we would be ©lose by in protected airfields,

and we would start operating against them right away* In addition we would

have the little rickety railway from Casablanca through Gran. Once we were

landed, the British First Arsy, which was called that by courtesy because it

consisted only of three brigades of infantry and a brigade of obsolete tanks \

was to land as far eastward as we could, which was llgiers, and from there

conduct a rapid campaign against Tunis*

Because of this great separation of the two nationalistic forces

we had an American air eoaiaander and an Jmeriean ground forces in the lest}



we had a British &r®y eoaaaander, Anderson, in the last to conduct that

campaign, and a British "air officer, Welsh, to support Mm* fhat looked all

right, and we had no sash titles as Service QoHaanders in Chief in that first

operation except for a laval Ooamander in Chief, who was that grand old sea-

dog, Andrew Cunningham* fhe sea work was always perfectly coordinated

throughout the campaign.

Within a short time it began to look less and less like any move

would be aade against our rear, and it became clearer and clearer that the

Germans could reinforce in funisia far faster than we could bring any troops

from the homeland, and indeed, faster than we could bring them from the West*

But in the face of that situation, we began to throw all the forces we had —

land, ground, air, everything we had — into the last in the desperate

attempt to get fonis before the winter weather should descend upon us«

fhat created a command problem. We had no Air Commander in Chief,

but now we had air of two nations operating in the same areas, frequently,
$•

necessarily, from the same airdromes* We brought up land forces and we had

«ade no preparation for their eoBaand*, fhe only way to do it, therefore,

•Has to give them by detachments to Jlnderson*

fo make a start in re-organizing our coaaaaad structure the Chief

of Staff approved agr application for foohey Spaatz, He was brought doim

from England and given the title of Deputy Goosander in Chief for Mr, and

he was given the job of coordinating the British and Jaeriean air operations

in Tunisia* Land operations became even more difficult as we tried to absorb

the French, the French at that time were occupying the hilly masses through

Central and Southern Tunisia, ¥©ry badly armed, poorly equipped, they were

alfflost naked in the military equipment sense, but they were an we had to
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occupy the hilly Basses south of Pont«-de-Fahs*

Mow we ran into this* fhere was only one line of eojwanieation,

and therefore there was only one real eoaoaand on that front, and that was an

Army eoamand because there was only one supply line to be handled* But the

French wouldn't serve tinder the British* fhey had the incidents of Syria,

Gran and Dakar in mind, and it was a situation that would not allow lUied

headquarters at that moment to straighten it out instantly in the only way

it should have been. We, the Americans, within a few weeks began to shove

to the South to protect an ever exposed right flank as the situation deteri-

orated to the lorth* So we had the British in the Horth, the French in the

center, and the Americans in the South, and because the French were in the

center they separated the command., and it was impossible to establish a

unified eoaBjand, tte only thing we could do in this situation was to

establish a forward command post for «e, and 1 attempted to operate all the

way from Qran through Algiers up to Souk el Arba, and then in addition oa a

battle line« It was an impossible thing*

fhe Combined Chiefs of Staff aet in Casablanca to January, and

they were quite aware of the situation that was developing, and that some-

thing had to be done to give us help* Another factor was that Alexander,

who had started his attack at 11 ' Alameia on October 23 was now approaching

fripoli with every indication that if that port would give him any supply at

all — and we believed it would — he would soon be on the southern border

of funisia, and we were all going to cone together* Baerefore the Combined

Chiefs of Staff organized the first complete unification of our forces by

saying that when these forces all joined, they would come under one single

command* 'There was to be a top Commander and three Coimaanders in Chief, the



three subordinate commanders of ground, sea and air» In this were

Alexander's forees and the British Desert Mr Force* Froa that time on the

history of Allied command was one of perfecting detail and growth of under-

standing and of confidence* fhe pattern that we used was never markedly

departed from thereafter*

low merely because you had a ground Coaoander in Chief didn't

mean that every operation you did on the ground had to be carried out under

his direction* For example, we decided it was a good thing to take

Paatelleria* this decision was taken before funis had fallen, and th©

ground Coaanander in Chief was going to be very busy planning the attack oa

Sicily* So Allied headquarters staged the operation* General llexander

gave us a British 1st Division, amphibiously trained. We organized the air

aad the sea, and an expedition against PanteHeria was carried out without

regard to the ground Coismander in Chief*

lhat I am trying to show is that flexibility was always preserved*

111 through the Mediterranean campaigns we did preserve then the organi-

zation of a top Gosaander in Chief, and under him three distinct service

Oosnianders in Chief*

I here should drop a little idea, 1 think, that I have never tried

to express before* But there is some virtue in it, Tou aay have a new and

important subordinate isho is of a different nationality than yourself » In

the early days, while you are in this business of establishing confidence,

aake sure that one of the larger coamands of that man1 a nationality contains

some of the troops of your om nationality* low this is not only good in

the promotion of trust and confidence, but reateaber thist There is also a

club there, too, because you, aad you alone, can pull those troops out.
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And a Gosaiander never like to lose troops. Bat you must work in every way

you know to develop the confidence of your subordinates in the commander, in

his eoaaon sense, straight-forward thinking, and absolute refusal to touch

a problem on a nationalistic ground*

Tom jaast develop confidence teLth your superiors* fhey are far

away in capitals* to give yom an example «~ and I am sure that General

Marshall will recall telling me this, because he is the source of ay infor-

mation — one day the British Chiefs of Staff aade a rather informal or

casual remark at a meeting that they were sorrj- that ay headquarters always

seemed to be so close to Bradley's because they thought that I would fall

under the domination of his thinking. And the American Chiefs of Staff

replied their only fear was that I lived so close to the British 0hiefs of
}

Staff, that it was their fear that I- would fall under the British thinking*

So there must never be any act on the part of the Allied eosoand that gives

either superior, and 1 dontt care how atany capitals mth •which you are

operating, reason to believe that you are operating from nationalistic lines,

because that will be the thing that will defeat you»

I want to say one thing more about flexibility in organisation* I

do not by any manner of means say that always a supreme eoastander in the

field should have an air Oosmander in Chief, a ground Coassander in Chief and

a naval Goosander in Chief, Ordinarily I should say that with respect to the

air and the navy it -would be better always to have one Coraaander in Chief,

but I can even show you exceptions to that rule* The Strategic Mr Forces

of Europe, the 8th American Jdr Fore© and the British Soober Command, had

actually very wide missions, and it is probably true that they logically

should have stayed always under the direct eoniaand of the Combined Chiefs of
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Staff* But -when the Coabined Chiefs of Staff seat an that they had in the

Overlord operation, it becaae clear that the crisis of that battle, lasting

from some ti&e before the actual assault started until some "weeks after the

troops were solidly on shore, was so Important to our nations —- it wasnft

an ordinary tactical battle — it was so important they had to give to the

tactical eoaaaander every available ounce of strength* And the United States

Chiefs of Staff backed up̂  the coateation that the British Boafoer ConKand and

the 8th Jir Force should both be under the eoaffland of the supreme coooander

during that period} and even thereafter ishea it was found or believed no

longer necessary to keep them under coi»and, there ms maintained in the

directive of those air forces an overriding paragraph that no matter ishat

other operations were in sight, they would always answer the emergency calls

of the suprea© coiaaander* So, as far as practical effect was concerned,

they stayed under eoaraand dowa to the end of the war» -Actually assigned to

me was a tactical Mr Goamander in Chief*

So these two big strategic air forces caiae in, each with an officer

of equal standing with ay om Mr Coaaaander in Chief, and did not want to

serve under his. Primarily they ware frightened that the strategic air

forces would be used incessantly by the tactical air conaander for his

immediate purposes, but they cheerfully caaae in under the eoaaand of supreae

headquarters, because then they felt they would not be used every day just

for fighter-bosaber m>rk along the front lines* But you did not have during

all that time, from April 12 to Septeaiber 15, a single air Coaiaander in Chief*

On the ground this flexibility must be even more pronounced,, The

largest eoaaaand, the largest headquarters that we normally use for actual

supervision of battle lines is the irsiy Group Commander. *3hen you get any
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further back than the irâ f Uroup CoaKander it becomes aloost impossible to

give to the battle the hour by hour attention that coordination and cooper-

ation so incessantly demand, therefore, you try to get each aroQr group, if

it is at all possible, located in a natural channel of invasion, or sector of

defense* Ion try to fit it to the geography of the theater. Md each of those

men becomes for that area a ground Ooiaiander in Chief*
v

I can see no purpose ishatsoever in placing any ground headquarters

between an aray group and a supreme cofflaander because by the nature of bis

duty the supreme comander has control of the navy and the air« They are the

only forces thaif can be allocated suddenly and in emergency* fhe only thing

an intermediate headquarters can do wjuld be to GOSJS to the supresi© eoaaander

and propose or recomend help in soae particular line» therefore geography, ^

as well as everything else, helps to determine the details of your organi-

zation — and for goodness sake, apply it to allied as well as any other

organisation* I doubt, gentlemen, that it would ever be possible to take a

large allied force organization and diagram it in "the method that we are so

accustomed to use in, the G-3 section, with the black lines and dotted lines,

I don't believe it can be done* But there is something there that is

effective and •sd.H never fail, and that is confidence, after it is once

developed*

How so far we have talked about eoEsaanders, their staffs, how they

operate to get together** 'fhe problems are not aU confined to the staffs and
\

to eouaaanders, Hacre will be definite problems far on doisn the line* One of

them is this: fhe American is the highest paid soldier in the norId* He is

the best fed. He is entertained the most* He carries recreational services

to the field that no other anqgr in the world knows *

*"* JL*.? ***



Tou have a big headquarters ia Hgiers or Caserta or Oran, and.

serving side by side are thousands of enlisted men of different countries.
j

One is living on his rations, and that is all he gets. He has no clubs, fa©

has no place to go, and he is doing it on very little pay* therefore he is
4»

not able to buy the wine or entertain the girls in the same way that his

more fortunate ally can. There is no rule, of course, to solve the problem,

but I believe thisi la th© field there are many things that a commander
t

anst do that he probably doesnft even bother to tell his omi superiors —

and In faet he should not do it* He must apply this truism to the problem

of enlisted morale in allied command*

Ibe American led Cross, which is the big recreational facility we

take with us, was bound by this: Their contributions, voluntarily mad® by

Americans, were given to support Americans, and the led Cross would not

voluntarily do anything for the soldiers of other nationalities. Therefore

I felt that as a commander I should do what I could isith, the facilities

available to laake decent recreation available to all the people wto are

dying on the same fields and bearing the same sacrifices day by day,

I would like to put one thought in your heads* I don*t believe

in/time of war we should think that i&en Jmeriea gives a rifle to a Frenchman

that we are oaking a present to him. We were trying in that war to kill

Germans, and if we could do it on the basis of furnishing only a rifle,

instead of the rifle and a man, I think that lend-lease fro® that viewpoint

nas the finest thing our governments did as a prewar measure. I have never

seen why we resented the fact we did give divisional equipment to the French

as long as they stuck their necks out on the battlefields, and as long as

they used that equipment and used it effectively, then we were that much

ahead*
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I isant to call jaw? attention to a specific point of the experience

in Europe. We had only the two lilies, the laerieans and the British, who

were absorbed into the high conmand* We were always Justified in oaintaiaing

that basis because it was jtaeriea and England that provided all of the

supplies, the facilities, the equipment, everything with which the war -was

fought except men» Admiral Hill has already read to you the list of nations

that provided soae of the sen, but they -were usually considered segaents or

auxiliaries of the particular nation that was arising them* For instance, the

Poles always served mth the British teay because the Poles used British

ecpipsent* But when we caae to operating with the French — I have forgotten

the exact number of French divisions that finally served, but in Italy and

France combined there sost have been eleven or twelve divisions, we did

make provision for seeing that the French viewpoint was always clear to us*

We had liaison officers and we had various types of interpreters and others

around the headquarters to keep us informed of ishat General Join and General

Be Gaulle and the others thought* Bat we did not incorporate them into the

staff itself*

How remember we did have problems, and tthafe would happen if you

had to put four or five together, I am not so certain, because then none

would b® predominant* Hhereas two partners can frequently find a solution

to a very difficult argument between themselves, i&en you put in four or

five with laaybe one or tm> of Latin temperament, I donft know -what would

happen* But I do thank the gods of war for this one thing, that we had only

ti» to work with*

Arguments arose by the score, and sometimes, of course, when they

were brought up by the Prime Mnister the feeling was inescapable that they
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involved nationalistic considerations* For example, the Pritae Sinister did

not want to conduct .toil, later known as Dragoon* He believed he saw

definite disadvantages to that attack with great advantages to continuing on

in greater strength in Italy and trying to force the Ljubljana Gap* from a

purely military basis I believed he was wrong, and I urged him that if he

was considering the postwar political situation he should take that to oar

President, that 1 was not allowed to decide things on that basis* Moreover

if he were going to reduce it purely to ailitary efficiency and speed in the

destruction of the Uenaan Irsiy — which was the only Mission 1 was given,

the mission of destroying the German Aray at the earliest possible date ~~

then 1 had to stick with that mission* That one argument lasted seven hours,

and that was on3y one of the sessions*

As 1 said, the miracle of the war was that these fights could occur

and could never break up the soundness of the whole organization because the

big men at the' top saw the necessity of unityj and any one below isho tried
$

to break it wide open would have been crucified very prosptly and very

quickly*

I should have said, before 1 left the matter of dealing with the

enlisted man, the action we took in one scheme was thist I went directly '

to the yovernment of ureat Britain and I got them to put in a certain amount

of ffloney for the organization of a few JUied clubs. With even token

support from them, I felt justified in organising and supporting a few great

clubs throughout lestern Europe* une was in Brussels, a very large one in

Paris, one in frankfurt and so on* llie great thing that Britain supplied

for those clubs was the hostesses, and the proof that their hearts was ia it

was shoro by the fact that Many ladies of high birth and great station would
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often be scrubbing floors in those clubs» The clubs were -wonderful* I know

of nothing around the headquarters ishere soldiers of different nationalities

mingled that kept a more even and satisfied morale, one ally toward another,

than those clubs,,

In the field the matter is not so iaportant, because you rarely

have troops operating with each other in smaller units than th© e©rps, aad

once in a ishile the division* Ihey have their own little rest towas, they

are separated more, and the problem is not so acute* But when you get

around a great base, a great port or nhere both are using a great headquarters,

the problem is always with you*

Another matter, and one of almost tremendous importance, is the

press* There have been many differing ideas about the value of censorship*

Frankly, I am one of those -who opposes any bit of censorship you do not have

to use* It always flares back in your face and you live to regret th©

imposition of censorship unless it is absolutely necessary, and then it

should be imposed for only the briefest possible space of time* fa® first

thing is that every press representative, every representative of the allied

press should be treated as a quasi staff officer» You should put on that

mao^s shoulders a sens© of responsibility, Tou should use MM as such, and

you will find that much good coiaes to you from their observations all over

a great theater*

But here is the particular problem you have with the allied press*

Without a very high and intense degree of patriotism, nations could not

possibly absorb the punishment they take in war, the casualty lists that

come back, the tremendous taxjes, the regimentation, and in the case of

England, the boabing of her cities and finally the conscription of all her
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women from eighteen to fif ty*»two# You have to have a very high degree of

patriotism, and it is strictly national in character* Therefore each press

representative, .American or British tends to cater to this homeland feeling —

the British -wants to make the British Amy or the British Mr Force look

better in Britain, and. the Jmerieaa wants to do the same back in the United

States, lad if he considers it necessary to go to excess in this matter, he

will do it at the expense of his allies, not thinking of the over-all harm

he does.

I think it is true to say that some of the longest hours of isorry

that 1 had in this war were brought about by stupid statements on the part of

high officers, •sshieh, garbled, distorted and Misinterpreted by the press,

finally caused very great mental anguish in the aimds of the lilies, on one

or the other side of the house, i know of nothing which I would b© acre care-

ful to get organized with a very splendid at its head, tod I would keep

that type of organisation running all down through the command, and I would
ij

make sure early in the game that every eossaander understood its tremendous

ijtaportance.

For example, let ae give you a small one — 1 say "small" because

it soon disappeared* He were going into Paris and we were very anxious to

send the French in first. He sent Le Clere's Second Division* fhey got

there on the afternoon of the 25th of August« How D© Gaulle was not**too

sure of his position in Paris* There were great groups of the Maepi* Some

were organised and responded to loenig's orders. Others did not and there

was great danger they were going to become brigands and so on« De Gaulle

wanted to do something that would establish his prestige and authority, and

he asked me for two iaeriean divisions because the British were far away to
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the B0rtk* I said:I didn*t fear© two divisions to spare but that we had two

divisions, going through Paris ©a their way to battle, and that if he would

take a reviewing stand in 'the city, these tuo divisions would march; by OB " .

their my to battlej that General Bradley "would come dom to signify illied,.

unity, and that Be CMulle's position-wuld-then be. assured* .AH very weHf:.

But the .fact was-that a- British reporter wrote hoae .that • Americas divisions

paraded in Paris,. and -mentioned that after all the" 21st Army Group on the

left had some thing to do udth the liberation of Paris, -and ended up with

the remark that "After all, the Americans love a parade**1 -/fhe resentment

that arose immediately* was something that we had to move quickly to stop*,

That took a long and laborious explanation, .1'©̂ plained it in far greater

detail than I-have to yoia gentlemen* But you have to let the people of the
.*-

opposite nationality see that in everything yom do, in every move you

you are preserving striet impartiality* literally yom had to refuse in sach

a position to be *sholly a citizen of your own eotmtry* Tom were half one
w

and half the other* Tou had to recall that and Seep it in the forefront of

your conscious Hind every single minute of the day.

lew I m. not going to try, in drawing toward a conclusion of this

rather rambling story, to point up any specific lessons that are to be

remembered always* But there is on© thing I. should like to call to your

attention, that in Europe the thing that won the •war -was first ,lllied unity,

and second, balanced forces, There ms no possibility that any one of the

services could have •sren that campaign alone* It was a sheer Impossibility*

Bat by the proper or reasonably coordinated employment of all three services

there were daily, achieved results that brought the whole war to a; very rapid

conclusion*. ' . .
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I mist tell you something of the actual results achieved in that

collared with expectations* Several times Just before B—Day I had

long talks idtfa Mr* GtorcMll* He repeated this time and again, not only to

me but to others of ay associates — probably officers here have heard him

say it. He would say, ftlf you by fall, by the time snow flies, have thirty

six divisions on the Continent of Europe, and'if you are holding the Brittany

Peninsula and the Cotentin Peninsula, I shaH say this is one of the aost

successful operations of the war. And if, by that time you have succeeded

in crossing the Seine and seiaing the great port of £e Havre, 1 shall say it

is one of the nost successful operations is all history*11 And I wold say,
«

"Mr* Churchill, we are going to be on the borders of Germany by winter,

the only question for the German to decide is Tsfaetfaer he is going to hang on

beyond that.8 He would srdle, and then he would say, •It is well for

eoamanders to be optimistic«s But there was no great belief that we were goiag

to sweep ahead through France at the speed we did« There was no uide-spread

belief, and there was no thought escpressed by anyone I hdjard on the morning

of June 6, 1944 that eleven months from that day Germany would have

surrendered*

So one can ever minimize the part that any one of the services -

played in that great achievement* the Air and the lavy, of course, had been

in the war long before the land forces engaged in operations in that theater*
\

The Mavy had been watching the German surface units and combating submarines*

fhe lavy had taken mountains of supplies to England* It had built up a

supply depot that was so great that a facetious saying of the time was,

'•Except for the barrage balloons floating in the air, England, would sink

under the sea*** ill that the lavy did*
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The Mr, in the meantime, was continuing its relentless pounding

of the Continent* Some of that pounding was directed directly at the heart

of Genfiany, some of it on communication centers and defenses to the westward,

to help us* Each i&my Group had its QTO, Jir Force subordinate. The Hinth

lir Force supported Bradley<s group* The Second Tactical Mr Force supported

Montgomery's group* laeh arâ y had its own tactical air command. Ill of the

air was always retained under central control so that at any one moment all

of it could be used in any sector* One shining example was ufaen the

launched, at lortain, the counterattack to try to get out of the terrific

position we placed Mm in by the break-out at Avranches. On that morning

all of the Second Tactical Mr Force's %phoons came over, equipped with

rockets, and the effect of the rockets on the tanks, while not as great as

the enthusiastic pilots reported, BBS certain̂  serious and terrifying to

the Germans, as amply demonstrated by the reports of the time* We did

similar things time and again, and on several different days of that -war the

eoiribined air forces of the Mediterranean, England and our eoEmand flew

fourteen thousand sorties in support of our land forces*

Coordination meant that the direction of the air TOS all of the

time toward those things that would most definitely help the whole* For

example, we early found that one of the critical shortages on the part of

the German was oil, and that, of course, had a direct effect upon our land

operations. Almost the first priority target, 1 think, from February 1944j

was oil* JSTery oil resource of the Germans that we could hit constantly

pounded which helped us forward. This in turn reduced the territory tife air

had to bombard, and pushed forward their bases, particularly their fighter

bases, so their fighters did not have to fly such terrific distances in
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support of the bonbers» 111 urorked together for the eciaaoa good*

I have spoken of the Iavy« About the last tiae we used them in

any strength was when we crossed the Ihine* fhey brought the landing boats

tip over land, ptit them dowi and. crossed the Hhine> and they; helped us make

our last amphibious landing*

One other thing before I closet In such vast undertakings as an
f

iUied fore® that finally reached a strength of five million of all arms,

you mast be prepared, ifeether you are a subordinate commander, staff officer,

or higher commander, to accept ainor ineff ieieneies as long as that is

promoting the great and coomon purpose* Tom should not try to change ideas

and concepts on the part of soae subordinate of a different nationality because

you disagree with Mm0 If you can achieve the great over-aH urdty of purpose

that inspires loyalty, inspires teamwork, never bother your heads about aiaor

things in seeking perfection because too aany difficulties can arise out of

ainor irritations and frustrations* Tou oast not lose your sense of humor

because if you do your allied conaaand will blow apart »

low I am ready for cross-examination*
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General, will you discuss tfae factors entering

into the selection of deputy eewianders and hew they should be employed in

a unified or combined command?

GSIER&Ii 1ISSMB0IIR: loraally the Combined Chiefs of Staff would

select a Deputy Chief of Staff who was of differing nationality from the

CoBffiander himself* We violated that only once* !Riat was when we went into

Ifriea is forch» I probably should bar© toM you ferch was a rather OTdLque

sort of operation. It was an invasion by military force into a netrtral

cetintry in an atteapt to create a friend* therefore, aH of tte basic

considerations in the study and planning of that eaiapaijp were political*

It that time, as I told you,, the British were not in the good graces of the

French because of unfortunate incidents of the war, and it was the belief,

in which oar go'vernaents were supported by ®«r observers in Iferth Ifriea*

that if the whole operation could be aade t© look Jaeriean, it would be very

Bach, better, and we would not have so »eh trouble in -winning the French over

to ©ur side* So allowing for the fact that some accident aigit happen t©

fflyself, they picked for the initiation of that campaign an l»eriean Deputy

Commander*

My owi idea is that it aalces little difference from what particular

service a deputy Goosander ceiaes* What you are looking for is brains and.

eoaprehension - comprehension of the basic purposes in which you are operating*

I, have to station the word "strategy" and I will even nsntioa it

— 1 _
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ia the tones and terns in which 1 was Jast taHdng to a few of igy friends*

Ife tfficer ©f any nationality will ever adiait that officers ©f another

' mtionality are well~traimed ia strategy* f hat is s g emersiizati^a that I

: t have never yet f©iiad violated* They will adoit tfeat .@tt®rs are great ;taetioiaBss
' ' L-, ,

great ©rgamisers, great planners* tteia* a^irati©a aad f rieadship aay be

naliaited, feat ^hea it coaas t© that sanls ami that grsupts strategic train-

iag^ it is t©© ¥ad$

Acttial3y the priaeiflsS' ©f strategy* as y®m ^»'W©11 ta©w» ..are ' '

simplicity itself* The essential qualifications of a high e@naamier, I
i •' ' . • . - . . ' ' ••
believe, cam be learned by my ®am vh.® sp^ds his life thinking ©£ ttie burdens

I , - N '

ami, responsibilities ttat de'rolve tap©a leaders ia «®iieats ©f crisis^ aad

stmdyimg aad plaaaiag as t@ h<m he w©mLd haadle Maself ia smefe sittaatioms*

©uM see aeiiiiRg partiGalarly startlimg im desigaatiisg as the smpr©^ r

c^aaamder of a great caapaipi, sueh as Nthe iavasi®m ©f larope, either aii

a<tairal @r am air ©f fieer, preiridei his associated gsvenlfflsnts believed

b© had the qualifications, backed up by stmdj, f©r makiag great deeisi©as

a simple basis when, the crisis ar©se» the difficulty

that decisiea in cojaferaity with eertaiB basie siapla

hardest j©b ®f all is ..stiekja te it»

strategy is aakiag

j and the® the

Strategy necessarily extends over considerable space, a©t csily'is

territory, but ia time* F©r example, we wasted t© attack im Overlord 0a the

fifth ©f -lay 1944* bat we didnH have yet all 0f the Ufs and ©ther landing

equipment 1i,at we believed t© be absolutely necessary, and we had to'wait

to get aa additioaal m©nth*s pp©dmeti®n* fheref©re, the strategy that was

te be used in that operation influenced industry all the way back te the ©enter
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of the Onited States Tiber® ISfs were being built* The lavy wsnt to the point

of latanehiiig them the second they were built and putting on green crews which

i nere trained as the ships went down the river to the sea» So strategy affects

everything all the way back to the mine and. the fans from which the resources

cone, and once adopted under cold-blooded, objective reasoning, aost be ad-

hered to* And that is the antithesis of tactical action* utoere the skillful

ccraaander takes advantage of every single opportradty that arises just as

fast as it arises, and so gains great victories over a methodical coiamaixler

who may succeed aerely in pushing back the eneay ©r repulsing him*

Strategy, ishile simplicity itself in its essence, is difficult indeed

to apply, but I do not believe the color of the ma^s tmiform has a single

thing to do -with it* I believe you couM prov© this by going back t© such

nen as Caesar, isho was a politician tsntil he was fifty, to Thesaistocles, isho

took a fleet otit T»hen he didn*t know a single thing about sea warfare, and

to others •»&© were great cojamanders in fislds in which they had act be@a
1 specifically and technically trained*

So in the selection of the deputy esamander I shotald say normally

it wottld be best for the public ©pinion in both allied countries if you get

him from the opposite nationality from the supreme eoiaaaader, bat above all,

get a aan who has brains*

GEliRiL SlMTKSSRt General, I think there is a mistaken notion afoot

that a supreme eoamander sates s very broad decisions, that he astsally has a

long time to study them, and that he mkes those decisions within rather broad

directives that are passed on to him from above* I recall a decision that you

oade in Biserte, ishieh was a aajor decision isfaen Marshal Badoglio

3 h "* ** " *„3 i 4 ef ? , ^ ^ I '
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he could not go through with the surrender terms, and that you made that

decision in a flatter of ainntes* Would you discuss the types of decisions

you were called upon to sake?

General Leaadtaer, it is like everything else

when you are attempting to define scope of authority aM the types of things

which a Joan exercising a particular responsibility is called upon to face*

I was talking about a strategic concept being studied out and thea being

adhered to *•> that is the broad eoafflitaent of your forces to action. In the

back of your head you develop the line of action and the amount of force,

which you will apply at the earliest date to bring about the complete destruction

of the enemy# low within that plan which you are sticking tô  certainly wiless

you find that it just won*t work, you have decisions that range all the way

from three aonths ahead to a decision of this very ainate.

To give you one ©f the first type, as we started late Europe we

decided that because we were going to a rather constricted beachhead there

would initially be one ground eojaaander* Montgomery by reason of his rank,

prestige and e:sperienee was chosen as that cofflaander* He was specifically

given the job of coordinating the action between the First American jteay and

the Second British Army daring the early days of the operation* But then we

had to plan for the time when that scheme would disappear and whea the eventual

organisation of each arî - group under its own ccEaander, reporting directly

to SHfiESF* would come about. So that decision tended to be aade a month or so

in advance, based upon our own guess of ishen these arasy groups m>uld get

sorted out in the proper channels of invasion*

In Iferch 1945 we were just waging the battle of the Saar* »

just ready to close the doors» The British forces, and the i*S« first

** 4 **
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and the Third had cleaned out, everything north ©f Moselle* fhe German,

with his usual stubborness, was hanging on to the Saar and we were ready to

close the trap» We gave to the Seventh on the south fifteen full

divisions, in addition to cerfcaia Ireneh forces* Is the battle started, we

saw it was impossible for Severs to use all those forces, whereas Bradley

could*

low I happened to be at that exact spot* .It was a decision only

a supreme eosBaander eotild aake because it involved the transfer of troops

from army group to arny group, that is not from ar̂ 1 to arigr« S© on the spot

these troops were transferred to the 12th Arâ r Group and the next morning

they were fighting*

In the Battle of the Bulge, by the evening of Beceraber IS, we had

enough information of both the enesy power and inteations and our own strength

to determine upon definite lines of action* low long before Bradley and I

had agreed what would be our general line of action if the attack should cone

about, it beeaase tioe for a specific order* S© I went to Terdun and neb with

Devers, Bradley, Patton and Jir Chief Marshal tedder, who went with me as ay

depiaty# He met with quite a group on the aorning of December 19, and then we

issued the orders for the counterattack from the south* It was clearly evident

the German was going to continue attacking on the north# He was certainly

going to try to go toward Intwerp, and we thought his isasdiate objective

would be Liege, but by crowding froa the south and cutting into Ms lines, we

•would embarrass him badly* ind by the morning of the twenty-sixth we had

weakened Ms forces to the north and they tamed to the south* Bat that

decision was aade on December 19* the attack started on the twenty-second, and
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the orders of the southern flank were never thereafter changed, I Just

quoted a few that earns to M.nd to show you the difference ia scope and the

length of tine involved*

JDlDMIi HIULs General, I wander if you could cover one thing which

I think we have discussed a good deal around here ia son® of the problsas •»

that is the question of the advisability of the theater coasander in an

overseas theater being also a co»ander of operating forces, of his own forces?

This is what I believes I believe that at

Isast under the American system - and the British did it also *» a field

eoimaaader should retain the aetainistrative control that is vested in a theater

eo«sander# Without that his position is never nearly so strong* But I do not

believe he should be in actual direct operational control of any of the services*

His eoffliaand should normally be exercised through a series of subordinates
\

tshich say vary from three possibly up to six senior eoamnders, and he esereises

his authority through them, but he should not eoaiand any specific part Maself«

Suppose we had had an Jaeriean aray group and a British aray group*,

I think it would have been fatal for as to take coaamnd of the American army

group and try to eossaand the others* As a natter of fact, every tin® that

proposal was made - and it usas aade several tioes - that a nan would, take

one fornati©n and at the sane time eonanaBd another formation of equal size -

I repudiated the idea* It is a fatal sistake aad should never be laade ia

yy opinion*

However$ I do believe thist that any supreme coaiaander you establish

in a theater should retain administrative control of his own. nationalistic

forces, that is such administrative or other power as his OTO nation gives
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hi% because there is a direct action and a direct possibility there that

cannot be obtained if he is just simply sizing up and asking them to do it,

I believe that is all that is necessary*

I do believe in SUSP we may have made one error, Ixi the anxiety

to save qualified people we never really set up aa American theater head-

quarters* I believe, in view of some of the troubles I had, that if I had

to do it again I would set up a definite headquarters which I would call an

American theater headquarters* Bat ©urs did work, and we did save a lot of

personnel by being more efficient and thereby saving a little angaish, but

by no Beans would I ever let a man cosMsand the day-fey-day direction of a force

and then command scaething absolutely parallel*

CQMMISL HSEBEi General, would you eoBMsnt on what steps aright be

taken in times of peace to prepare for combined coaaaad in war?

I personally believe that we should never balk

or hesitate on conducting staff conferences, visits and conversations with

nations isiiose basic purposes and ideals ia this world today seem to be the

sane as ours. If I should have to go back and take the place of Fox Conner

of twenty—five years ago and now project ourselves into the future, there is

©ne thing I would say to which I believe we all would agree: If there is a

struggle that is arising in the world that is going to take it into war, that

struggle is ideological, and therefore it is easy enough to determine our

probable aad potential allies* Anyone «h© wants to live under the concept of

the dignity and the freedom of the individual is a potential ally of ours,

because any conflict mil be between that system and a system ©f statist*

Therefore with the staffs and with the countries which are practicing that kind

V.
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of system, I believe we ought to encourage consultations indeed, during ay

may months in Washington I "worked hard for that, not only with respect to

the lilies we worked with in the war but with the South American countries*
s

I believe great progress has beea made*

Mow "sLtb respect to the countries who are going to have t© provide

the materials and the monitions of war, I believe the connection should be

even closer* I believe we should not only exchange students in colleges

such as this on the freest kind of basis and without apology - I admit I aa

opposed in that view - I believe we should do it in other service schools as well*

I believe we should do our utmost to decide which is the kind of weapon that

our industries are best equipped to Btake, that we should get a nation which

does not have ready access to raw materials to oake things which do not demand

great stocks of raw materials, and that we should definitely work out planning

on the basis of the logistic support and the operational control of forces in

time of war* fhis would have to be done largely seeretly and confidentially,

and there may arise soae diplomatic differences and difficulties in doing it,

but I notice that no one else has ever hesitated to do such things, and I

believe it is only good cosmon sense for us*

0iPfIH 0*B10jB®s General, la conducting a combined operation,

would you attempt t© keep the national forces involved separated in the largest

possible groups or units? lad if you had a small combined operation, what

principle •ferould you use in selecting tiie coBmander?

I will tell you what I wouM do. So far as it

, is possible I believe you mil save yourself lots of trouble if you donH

1 allot forces in a sise less than an army because of the fact that the aray,



in the ground forces is the group that deals directly with the service of

supply, jour lines of comnunieatipn* You can allocate a corps to another

nationality, but ishen you do it by eorps that corps, geographically, should

lie next to on© of your armies where it ©an be supported logistieally* The

whole difficulty settles down to one of logistics* If you should allocate

by divisions, supply is likely to get complicated* We had the 84th Division

serving way up in Holland and once the 104th, and the problem of getting

J»erican supplies and imeriean rations up there became a little difficult*

low if you had to do it with a small task force, I would try to put
7_

all supply and administration in the hands of one nationality, and if I

possibly could, I would try to get thaa arsed similarly « That would be the

simplest thing to do* If we had to take the British with their equipment and

ourselves with ours, I would try to get them to turn over to a single commander

all the necessary afflenanition, spare parts "bo fit their stuff, and I would still

supply through one service. I think it would be far easier *

CGEONEL W QUISBs Sir, if you would accept a question a bit afield

of the present topic, would you discuss the possible advisability of including

in the present unification program a Secretary of logistics* of Materiel, to

be on the same level as the Secretaries of Air, Navy and iray?

GP2ER& Of course, that is a subject which has been

batted around ia this city since the first World War, and it has been fought

back and forth * While I was in the Procurement Section of the War Department

back in 1930 and 1931> I rather doubted that we would secure men efficiency

through it. This is what I believej I believe we are never going to get the

true effect of unification until it starts at the bottom* Frankly, if I had
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siy way, every boy who goes through Jnnapolis would spend one year at West

Point and vice versa* 1 would start to sake these kids friends from the
~>

first tijae they pat on the uniform of their country, and I would insist

they wear the uniform of their country and not that of a special service*

If w© don*t get the proper Mud of unifieatioa, we -will never sake anything

worJcj and if you have the proper kind of -unification, then through the Araay,

Bavy Munitions Board and their understanding of the eoffifflon problem, you wontt

need a separate logistics bureau*

There are certain parts of this logistics business that each service,

after all, has to do for itself* The Army is not interested in the way the

lavy takes an oiler out to sea and refuels a ship* Certain things each

service oust do for itself, and I believe with the proper developoent of the

spirit that we should seek we will never need a central bureau* fhat is ay

owi belief*

GlPfHI K£HE» In covering our problems here I have noticed a
4

tendency to avoid moving into Eussia, just moving up t© the border aM stopping,

on the basis that a land aru?y can*t taks Sussia« itiH you discuss that point?

Well, I am going to approach it a little bit

backwards, Captain* Suppose you do overrun Sussia, what do you do nith it?

In our occupational experience in the past tws years, which is far more ex<-

tensive than it was following the first World War, it has been proven that

TO couMnH even take Japan and one segnent of Gezuscy and occupy them long

enough with sufficient force really to be safe and to do the job well* I

shudder to think of what the occupation forces of Hussia would be as you tried

to go through it, establishing a government, reconstituting the place and
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getting it going again. Bat that is starting at the back end*

If you take the proposition of invading Bussia, there is no question

in BJJ mind that if ws could hare Western Europe, together with Great Britain,

as solid allies of ours, there is no power on ©arth today that eouM stop the

combined isigfat, ffae 270 MUion people of Western Europe are far acre advanced

than are the Eussians in economy, in their thinking, in their skills* We are

separated from those people ordinarily by from one to ten or twelve generations*

fhey are exactly the sans kind of people which we are, althoû i we have probably

been amalgasated* So the power we can generate with our resources is irresist-

ible* But in such an invasion you -would undertake the most costly thing any

arn̂  or force could lay out for itself*

Just after Y—1 Day I flew to Moscow* Between the western borders of

Bussia and the outskirts of Moscow I could not find a standing house* Industry

was obliterated* You could find no signs of habitation* I was assured by

Marshal Zhukov there were people living in caves that they had dug in the sides

of ravines* In 1941-1942 that country lost a huge portion of its territory

in which its cities were destroyed, its houses burned, its agriculture lost*

And yet that country, after all it had undergone, finally generated

a terrific power* If I were directed to invade Bussia, and given all the

forces to iavade via the Black Sea or directly from the Berlin area, I would

be sure of one thing, that I would have a winter line objective. I would g@

to that line as hard as I could and I would pile up ten times as Mich t©

finish the campai03 the next spring -with the sea, the land and everything

I could get* Because if you didn*t do it hurriedly you m»uld begin to eachaust
\

yourself because it is a terrific job due to space and nuribersw fher© are lots



of people* '"

I regret that our time has run out, I regret

I' it not only because it ends this very interesting period, but also because

it eads the lecture pro-am for this year at the National War Col-Lag®* I

am sure you will aH agree that we could act end it on a finer note than that

•which General Eisenhower has given as this morning, that of aatual trust and

confidence between services and nationalities»

General, on behalf of the two colleges and the very many guests who

have joined us this morning, I want to thank you for a wry splendid talk*

I would like to say om more word* In the last

few years 1 haTe been called upon to address may audiences» This is the

second time I have had the privilege, rather than the duty, of cosing to this

one*. Siere is no audience in the world that could evoke from me the same

adairation, the same affection and the same feeling of comradeship* I am

proud of every raan who establishes a record in the service which entitles Mm

to COE® to this school, whether he be State Department, Amy, lavy or lir«*

lad I assure you that I find in this school one of ay greatest hopes for the

future of ay country* Thank you a let*
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